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Abstract: Expeditious urbanization and rapid industrialization have significantly influenced the rise
of energy demand globally in the past two decades. Solar energy is considered a vital energy source
that addresses this demand in a cost-effective and environmentally friendly manner. Improving
solar cell efficiency is considered a prerequisite to reinforcing silicon solar cells’ growth in the energy
market. In this study, the influence of various parameters like the thickness of the absorber or wafer,
doping concentration, bulk resistivity, lifetime, and doping levels of the emitter and back surface field,
along with the surface recombination velocity (front and back) on solar cell efficiency was investigated
using PC1D simulation software. Inferences from the results indicated that the bulk resistivity of
1 Ω·cm; bulk lifetime of 2 ms; emitter (n+) doping concentration of 1× 1020 cm−3 and shallow back
surface field doping concentration of 1× 1018 cm−3; surface recombination velocity maintained in
the range of 102 and 103 cm/s obtained a solar cell efficiency of 19%. The Simulation study presented
in this article allows faster, simpler, and easier impact analysis of the design considerations on the Si
solar cell wafer fabrications with increased performance.

Keywords: crystalline silicon; doping concentration; solar cells; PC1D; surface recombination velocity

1. Introduction

Solar cells are the photovoltaic devices which effectively harness the sunlight and
converts the light energy into electrical energy by photovoltaic effect. Crystalline silicon
(c− Si) solar cell holds the 95% share [1] in the solar cell market. The efficiency gain in the
solar cells can contribute significantly for catering the need of photovoltaic energy across
the globe. To improve the solar cell efficiency, gaining expertise in device specifically in
the physics of semiconductors is imperative. Simulation helps to understand the solar cell
device performance while varying the electrical and physical properties of the Si semicon-
ducting material. The performance of the device can be influenced by certain parameters
like thickness of the absorber layer, doping concentration of the bulk material, emitter
layer concentration, lifetime of the bulk material etc can be varied with the simulation
software which combine the mathematical and experimental data to estimate the solar cell
device performance.

Figure 1 depicts the most widely used silicon solar cell structure to simulate the
silicon cell device and obtain the optimized process parameters. The shunt resistance RSH
and the series resistance RS between the Emitter E and base B of the solar cell is clearly
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illustrated in the Figure 1. The silicon solar cell simulation devices are influenced by the
below-mentioned principles indicating the need for an advanced numerical modeling tool
to simulate the efficiency of the solar cell device [2].

• Highly-doped emitter reduces the cell efficiency, and the cell efficiency is increased by
reducing its dopant density between the front metal connectors.

• The 2D or 3D patterning simulation of dopant and contact region allows the rear
surface to bear a larger potential for improved solar cell efficiency.

• The solar cell efficiency of the solar panel is directly proportional to the design opti-
mization, and this indicates the need for the development of an accurate numerical
model to simulate the solar cell

Figure 1. Schematic of the solar cell model.

Therefore, many researchers worldwide are working on developing a numerical model
for solar cell device simulation. An overview of different numerical simulation software’s
present in the literature for carrying out the silicon solar cell device simulation is pre-
sented in Table 1. PC1D [3–5], TCAD (Silvaco and Sentaurus) [6,7] , AFORS− HET [8,9],
Gridller [10], SolarEye [11–13] Quokka [14] are some of the solar cell simulators avail-
able for modelling the solar cell. PC1D is the most widely used tool of the commercially
available solar cell modeling programs developed by the University of New South Wales,
Australia [3] to understand the physics of the device. For the solar cell developers, PC1D
is open-source, extremely informative, allows to model and realize all crucial factors con-
stituting a solar cell. PC1D can simulate solar cells based on silicon, germanium, GaAs,
a− Si, InP, AlGaAs, etc., PC1D allows the variation in parameters such as bulk doping
levels, temperature, doping concentration variation in the emitter, back surface field (BSF),
and carrier lifetime, etc., to visualize the performance of the solar cell. PC1D provides the
solar cell device performance such as current-voltage (I-V) curve, open circuit voltage (Voc),
short circuit density (Jsc), external and internal quantum efficiencies, etc., in a graphical
format. These results help in analyzing as well as for planning the fabrication of real solar
cell devices.
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Table 1. Overview of numerical simulation tools used for simulating Silicon solar cell devices.

S. No. Software Highlights Ref.

1 SENTUARUS
ATLAS MICROTEC

Sentuarus, atlas, and microtec are general-purpose device simulation
tools in which specific parameters are adjusted for solar cell simulation. [15–18]

2 SCAPID SCAPID helps investigate the limits of the open-circuit voltage used to
analyze conductivity modulation in concentrated cell configuration. [19–21]

3 SEEMA Solar-Cell Efficiency Estimation Methodology and Analysis (SEEMA) is
one of the first process simulation tools combined with device simulation. [22]

4 PISCES IIB PISCES IIB is one of the earliest simulations of floating junctions which
consisted of two-dimensional cell structures. [23]

5 ADEPT
Two and three dimensions solar cell simulations were the standouts,
in general, used for simulating silicon solar cells, which are made of
materials other than crystalline silicon.

[24]

6 AFORSHET AFORSHET is mainly used for heterostructure solar cells like crystalline
wafers with amorphous layers. [8,9]

7 FLOODS SIMUL
DESSIS

FLOODS are object-oriented silicon solar cell simulation tool, uses the
Monte Carlo simulation technique for performing transient analysis.
SIMUL is used to analyze Si solar cells with record efficiency levels.
DESSIS was applied to emitters with a mesh structure, thin cells on
transparent substrates, and recently rear-contacted cells.

[2,25–31]

8 TCAD
Technology Computer-Aided Design is an electronic design automation
tool that can be used to models semiconductor fabrication and semicon-
ductor device operation.

[6,7]

9 Solar Eye
Solar Eye is a web-based PV software for remote monitoring and manage-
ment of solar photovoltaic systems. It helps in simulating fault isolation,
yield maximization, and return of investment.

[11–13]

10 Gridller Gridller is a MATLAB plugin used to design, simulate, analyze, learn,
and improve silicon solar cell performance. [10]

11 Quokka Quokka numerically solves the 1D/2D/3D silicon solar cell devices,
and it is an integrated part of the PV lighthouse software package. [14]

12 PC1D

The modeling tool with finite element methodology is well suited for
1D and 2D silicon cell simulations. PC1D outperforms the other tools
regarding its speed, user interface, and continual updates to the latest
cell models. PC1D can simulate new device performance and for new
users to develop an understanding of device physics.

[3–5]

Several researchers have used PC1D to simulate different types of solar cells before
working on the experimental fabrication to substantiate the feasibility of their research work.
n+ np+ silicon solar cell was simulated by Mihailetchi et al., using PC1D software [32].
To improve the device’s performance, they varied the surface recombination velocity (SRV),
the wafer’s resistivity, and the lifetime of the absorber layer to demonstrate an efficiency of
17.5%. Sepeai et.al simulated a bifacial solar cell [7,33], and Meenakhshi et.al simulated
multi-junction solar cells [34] by PC1D. Huang et al., used the PC1D simulation to analyze
the recombination loss mechanism [35]. Kim et al. studied the doping profile effect on the
selective emitter solar cells by PC1D [36]. Choi et al., used the PC1D simulation to analyze
the impact of emitter sheet resistance on the device performance [37]. Sopian et al., in their
work critically review the different technologies used for simulating crystalline silicon solar
cell and highlights the significance of the PC1D simulation tool [38]. A modified PC1D
simulation model was also developed by Hang et al., with an improved user interface and
a diversified collection of devices to be considered for simulation [39].

Hashmi et al. [40] simulated p-type Si solar cell using PC1D and studied the impact
of n+ and p+ doping concentration, surface texturing and anti-reflection coating. They
reported that the textured surface reduces the reflection and increases the solar cell effi-
ciency by 2%. It was also reported that an optimum doping concentration for n+ and p+

can be 1× 1017 cm−3 and 1× 1018 cm−3 respectively. Similarly, the refractive index of 2.02
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with 74 nm thick was considered ideal for the anti-reflection layer. However, Hashmi et al.
did not consider the device parameters that are being used in the industry. In this paper,
silicon solar cell devices with n+ pp+ structure have been simulated using PC1D with
real physical device configurations for the optimization of silicon solar cells. In this work,
the outcome of vital parameters such as solar cell absorber thickness, wafer resistivity (dop-
ing concentration), n+ (emitter) thickness, p+ BSF thickness, etc., were studied. The results
revealed the significance of analyzing and obtaining the ideal value of each variable to
obtain the maximum conversion efficiency. This present study explores the effects of wafer
thickness, doping concentration, bulk resistivity, lifetime, and doping levels of the emitter
and BSF, along with the front and back surface recombination velocity to analyze the impact
on the performance of solar cell efficiency. Finally, the optimal values for different design
considerations of Si solar cell fabrication are identified.

2. Simulation of c−Si Solar Cell Using PC1D

Figure 2 shows a more detailed silicon solar cell model considered in the proposed
study. Accurate solar cell modeling is required to study each layer’s physical and electrical
parameters involving high conversion efficiency. PC1D simulation software is used to
study the impact of the solar cell parameters on each layer to achieve high efficiency.
This study utilized the actual device configuration for simulating and optimizing the n+

pp+ solar cell by PC1D simulation. Using numerical modeling tools such as PC1D to
optimize the emitter configurations is that using these simulation tools reduces the cost,
time, and efforts required to analyze the impact of the change in the design of the solar cells.

Figure 2. Silicon solar cell structure used for this study.

In PC1D simulation tool carries out crystalline Si (c− S1) solar cell device simulation
using the following numerical semiconductor equations for quasi-one-dimensional trans-
port of electrons and holes in a solar cell. The following Equations (1)–(7) have been used
as the base for creating a model of a silicon cell to optimize other process parameters.

Jn = µn · n · 5EFn (1)
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Jp = µp · p · 5EFp (2)

Jn and Jp are the current densities of the electrons and holes in a semiconductor device,
where n and p are the electron and hole density, µn and µp is the mobility of the electron
and holes, and5EFn and5EFp are the diffusion coefficients commonly representing the
difference in electron and hole quasi-Fermi energies EFn and EFp.

∂n
∂t

=
5 · Jn

q
+ GL −Un (3)

∂p
∂t

=
5 · Jp

q
+ GL −Up (4)

∆2φ =
q
ε

(
n− p + N−acc − N+

don

)
(5)

Equations (3) and (4) are derived from the law of conservation of charge or the conti-
nuity equation. where GL and Un are generation rate and recombination rate. Equation (5)
represents the Poisson’s equation for solving the electrostatic field problems. where N−acc
and N+

don are acceptor and donor doping concentrations.

n = NCF1/2

(
qψ + Vn − qφn,i + ln

(
ni,0/NC

)
kBT

)
(6)

p = NV F1/2

(
−qψ + Vp − qφp,i + ln

(
ni,0/NV

)
kBT

)
(7)

PC1D performs silicon solar cell modeling by solving the three basic equations with
the finite element approach. It is used to optimize many other process parameters to
identify the most optimal configuration required for fabricating the silicon solar cell at an
increased accuracy. The proposed study is based on improving the solar cell efficiency by
determining the optimized parameters of different process parameters explained below.

η =
Pmax

Iin
=

JmppVmpp

Iin
=

JSCVOCFF
Iin

(8)

In order to evaluate the Si solar cells conversion efficiency, the ration of the maximum
generated power which is the product of short circuit current density, open circuit voltage
and fill factor, and the incident power is calculated.

The concentration of the electrons and holes in the c− Si solar cell is modified and
optimized by doping. The doping concentration and the type of doping (shallow or
deep) influence the semiconductor material’s electrical conductivity, making the solar cell
more efficient. The electrical conductivity of the c− Si solar cell depends mainly on the
parameters like the doping concentration and the mobility of the electrons and holes in the
solar cell’s semiconductor region. Figure 3 illustrates the different dopant concentration
levels of the c− Si solar cells, and in this paper, we critically test the heavy doping region
with varying sheet resistance. A detailed overview of the assumptions considered and the
simulation’s experimental procedure is highlighted in the following section.
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Figure 3. Dopant concentration levels.

The process parameters such as wafer thickness, doping concentration of the emitter
layer and BSF layer, wafer resistivity, minority carrier lifetime (τe f f ) front surface recombi-
nation velocity (FSRV), and back surface recombination velocity (BSRV) were investigated.
During the actual solar cell fabrication, the optimized process parameters concerning
doping concentration, sheet resistance (Rsheet), and junction depth are controlled by the
temperature, time, gas flow ratio, and flow rate of the diffusion furnace. The optimized
process parameters aid in the actual fabrication of the solar cell to extensively reduce the
fabrication cost with increased cell efficiency. The process parameters used for the solar
cell model are shown in Table 2. Base resistance (0.015 Ω), internal conductor (0.3 S), light
intensity (0.1 W/cm2 )were kept constant during simulation. AM1.5 G spectrum was used
in this modeling.

Table 2. Unique characteristics of each appliance used in the simulations.

Characteristics Value

Device area 100 cm2

Front/ rear surface texture depth 54.74◦/3 µm
Front/Rear surface coating SiNx − 80 nm −n = 2.03
Internal optical reflectance Enabled
Thickness 180 µm
Intrinsic concentration ni @ 300 K 1× 1010 cm−3

n+ diffusion 1× 1020 cm−3

p+ diffusion 1× 1018 cm−3

Front and rear SRV 10,000 cm/s
Bulk recombination 100 µs
Temperature 25 ◦C

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Determining the Optimal Wafer Thickness

The cost of semiconductor materials used to fabricate mono-crystalline solar cell
(c− Si) plays a significant role in estimating the photovoltaic system’s adaptability and
cost. One way of reducing the material cost while maximizing the efficiency of the solar cell
is by reducing the thickness of the crystalline silicon c− Si wafer used in the fabrication
process. Figure 4 represents the impact of the I-V parameters like open circuit voltage Voc,
short circuit current density Jsc, fill factor (FF) and efficiency with respect to the c− Si
wafer thickness. It is evident from the analysis that the Jsc increases with an increase in
wafer thickness. Also, there is no significant drop in Voc until the wafer thickness of 180 µm
is reached. Alongside, the FF reduces with an increase in wafer thickness. The maximum
efficiency of the solar cell can be obtained when using a 120 µm thick wafer, whereas the
physical constraints in handling the solar cell with less than 100 µm thick wafer have forced
the PV manufacturers to consider >150 µm thick wafers as the ideal configuration of the
wafer thickness to assemble the solar cells.
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Figure 4. I–V characteristics as a function of wafer thickness.

3.2. Determining the Optimal Emitter Doping Concentration

The silicon solar cell’s p-n junction formation is considered one of the critical processes
in solar cell device fabrication. The p-n junction is formed by diffusing a n+ dopant on a
p-type substrate using phosphoryl chloride. The process parameters such as temperature,
time, and gas flow rate are varied to obtain an optimum doping level for the solar cell’s
increased efficiency [40]. In this study, the p-type wafer with 1 Ω·cm (doping level of
1.51× 1016 cm−3) was considered for our simulations. The effect of emitter doping concen-
tration on the I-V parameters is shown in Figure 5. The Voc, FF and efficiency increases
from 1× 1017 cm−3 to 1× 1019 cm−3 and decreases with heavy doping concentration of
1× 1020 cm−3 in line with observations of Cuevas et al. [41]. This decrease in solar cell
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performance with heavy doping concentration can be attributed to the emitter layer’s
recombination process. It is evident from the observation that until the doping concentra-
tion of 1× 1020 cm−3, the Jsc values are constant, and after which it decreases rapidly at
heavy doping.
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Figure 5. I–V characteristics as a function of emitter doping concentration.

The table inset in Figure 5 shows the variation in the sheet resistance (Rsheet) and junc-
tion depth to the different doping concentrations considered for the simulation. The emitter
sheet resistance (Rsheet) is a crucial process control parameter in the silicon fabrication
process as it has a significant impact on the cost of the system. For lightly doped emitters
(1× 1017 cm−3), the (Rsheet) lead to high series resistance and poor FF. As the doping
concentration exceeds over 1× 1020 cm−3, the silicon bandgap is narrowed, increasing
the intrinsic carrier concentration. In case of heavily doped emitters with (1× 1021 cm−3

doping concentration, Voc) decreases due to extreme carrier recombination at the dead
layer. The prediction is that the solar cell industry will move from (Rsheet) 90 to 128 ohm/sq.
by 2022 [1]. Therefore the optimal value of the (Rsheet) of 128 ohm/sq. is considered for
our device optimization.

3.3. Determining the Optimal Bulk Doping Level

The wafer resistivity substantially influences the silicon solar cell’s performance
because it harms the n+ emitter and p+ BSF doping concentration in the formation of
p− n junction. Based on the bulk doping concentration, the wafer resistivity can be varied.
The variation in the wafer resistivity and its influence on the solar cell’s efficiency makes it
an interesting aspect to consider in the fabrication of silicon solar cells. In this present work,
the n+ emitter and p+ BSF doping concentration were kept constant at 1× 1020 cm−3 and
1× 1018 cm−3 respectively for the simulation. Bulk doping concentration was varied from
1.51× 1013 to 1.51× 1020 cm−3 and the cell efficiency was observed. Figure 6 depicts the
cell efficiency as a function of bulk doping concentration. The highest solar cell efficiency
of 18.75% was obtained for the doping concentration of 1.51× 1016 cm−3, and then the
efficiency reduces expeditiously for the bulk concentration of 1.51× 1019 cm−3 and more.

The higher doping concentrations reduce the minority carrier lifetime. Moreover,
for the bulk doping less than 1017 cm−3, the radiative recombination is negligible, and hence
the carrier lifetime depends on the impurity level. However, in the case of bulk doping
greater than 1018 cm−3, the Auger recombination is dominant. The inset in Figure 6 depicts
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the change in emitter junction depth and BSF concerning bulk doping level. The highest
junction depth of 0.37 µm for n+ emitter and p+ BSF is realised at the lowest doping
concentration of 1.51× 1013 cm−3. Figure 6, the wafer resistivity is vital in the solar cell
fabrication process and the analysis of I-V parameters. The minority carrier lifetime and
the diffusion length, i.e., the average length of a generated carrier between generation and
recombination, depend on the silicon wafer’s resistivity. p-type wafers with the resistivity
of 0.5–2 Ω·cm is being used in the industrial manufacturing process [42]. The good c− Si
wafer with a resistivity of 1 Ω·cm value is obtained with a doping level of 1.51× 1016 cm−3.
From the simulated values, it is realized that the c− Si wafer with a doping concentration
of 1015 to 1016 cm−3 could lead to having 1–10 Ω·cm of wafer resistivity of which can be
used for solar cell device fabrication.

E�
ci

en
cy

(%
)

Bulk Doping level (1.51x10x cm-3)

Figure 6. Efficiency variation with respect to bulk doping level. Inset shows the variation in the I–V
parameters as function of bulk doping level.

3.4. Determining the Optimal BSF Doping Level

A heavily doped layer at the rear side of the solar cell is commonly known as the back
surface field [43]. The interface between the high and low doped regions (similar to a p-n
junction) induces an electric field at the BSF’s junction in the solar cell. They act as a barrier
for the flow of minority carriers towards the rear surface and reduces the recombination
at the solar cell’s rear side. BSF doping concentration was varied on 1 Ω·cm wafer from
1017 to 1020 cm−3 by fixing the n+ emitter doping concentration at 1× 1020 cm−3. Figure 7
indicates the I-V characteristics of the solar cell as a function of BSF doping level. It is worth
mentioning that there is a rapid increase in I-V parameters with increasing doping level
up to 1× 1020 cm−3, and the cell performance decreases rapidly further for higher doping
concentrations. The inset in Figure 7 summarizes the variation in the p+ BSF junction
depth and (Rsheet) as a function of BSF doping concentration. Interestingly, for the p+ BSF
doping concentration of 1020 and 1021 cm−3, practically achievable (Rsheet) of 200 Ω/sq
and 27 Ω/sq, respectively was realised. The increase in (Rsheet) leads to an increase in
contact resistance, and hence Voc of the cell decreases. The p+ layer thickness is crucial in
optimizing the pp+ interface with low Surface recombination velocity (SRV).
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Figure 7. I–V characteristics with respect to BSF doping level. Inset shows the variation in the I–V
parameters as function of BSF doping level.

3.5. Determining the Optimal Bulk Lifetime with Shallow and Heavy Doping

Figure 8 depicts the variation in efficiency as a function of c − Si wafer thickness
and minority carrier lifetime of the bulk wafer (10 µs and 2000 µs) at shallow (1017 cm−3)
(a) and heavily doped (1020 cm−3) p+ BSF layer (b). The high lifetime wafers illustrate
exceptional solar cell efficiency values for both BSF layers with shallow and heavy doping
concentrations than low lifetime wafers. However, for the wafers with less than 120 µm
thick, the solar cell performance on both low and high lifetime wafers is comparable.
With the increase in wafer thickness beyond 120 µm, the solar cell efficiency variation
between low and high lifetimes becomes significant.
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Figure 8. Efficiency variation with respect to bulk lifetime (a) BSF with shallow doping, (b) BSF with
heavy doping.
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3.6. Determining the Optimal Front and Back Surface Recombination Velocity

The type of c− Si wafers surface used in the silicon cell fabrication plays an important
role in estimating the velocity at which the recombination of electrons and holes occurs.
SRV is defined as the speed at which the charge carriers recombine at the silicon solar cell’s
surface [43,44]. The solar cell efficiency variation with respect to front surface recombi-
nation velocity (FSRV) and back surface recombination velocity (BSRV) is carried out in
Figure 9. By fixing the BSRV at 104 cm/s, the FSRV was varied from 102 cm/s to 106 cm/s.
For expediency, a c− Si wafer with a minority carrier lifetime of 1000 µs was used in this
simulation. For the FSRV 102 and 103 cm/s, the solar cell performance followed a similar
trend for all the wafer thickness. With increase in FSRV beyond 102 cm/s the efficiency
decreases. The simulated results show that for the high minority carrier lifetime wafers,
the FSRV values between 103 and 104 cm/s can yield better efficiency. Higher the FSRV,
recombination is faster and hence lower efficiency. In the case of BSRV variation, the FSRV
is fixed at 105 cm/s. It is obvious from the simulation, with the change in BSRV, the rear
surface contact impacts significantly. This effect is predominant in thin wafers. To achieve
high efficiency, the BSRV should be in the range of 102 and 103 cm/s. The rear surface
should be passivated with excellent passivation layers to improve the cell performance,
reducing the recombination of the charge carriers at the c− Si surface.
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Figure 9. Efficiency variation with respect to (a) FSRV and (b) BSRV.

4. Conclusions

The various parameters that affect the solar cell’s device performance have been
analyzed, and the optimal configuration for the silicon cell device fabrication is obtained
from the study illustrated in this paper. Results indicated that the wafer resistivity with
1 Ω·cm; 150 µm thick silicon wafer; with n+ and p+ doping concentration of 1× 1020 cm−3

and 1× 1018 cm−3 respectively can yield higher efficiency of 19%. The front and back
surface recombination velocity in the range of 102 and 103 cm/s is essential for obtaining
the optimum efficiency. In the solar cell fabrication process, the carrier concentration of
n+ emitter and p+ BSF concentration and wafer thickness can be adjusted with simulated
values. The Photo voltaic industry focuses on the solar cell with thin wafers of <150 µm.
During the actual solar cell fabrication, the optimized process parameters concerning
doping concentration, (Rsheet), and junction depth are controlled by the temperature, time,
gas flow ratio, and flow rate of the diffusion furnace. Simulating these parameters in
advance to determine the optimal process parameters extensively reduces the cost of
fabrication. Future works will use the optimized process parameters and fabricate the
actual solar cell device and compare the experimental results with the simulated results.
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